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Abstract

 

We present a compiler for the functional language
,
which is syntactically a subset of the widely used language
Haskell.
facilitates the clean integration of skeletons
with a predefined efficient parallel implementation into a
functional program. Skeletons are higher-order functions
which represent program schemata that can be specialized
by providing customizing functions as parameters. With
, we focus on the divide-and-conquer paradigm, which
has a high potential for an efficient parallelization.

 

 

1. Introduction

 

 

This paper is a condensation of a recent technical report on
the
compiler [22]. The aim of the
project is
to explore transformational techniques for the static parallelization of divide-and-conquer ( ) programs. Our approach to the parallelization of recursive computations is
based on the concept of space-time mapping, which we have
borrowed from loop parallelization [28]. Since there is no
general understanding of the entire space of parallel implementations for
programs, as there is for loop programs,
we are taking a more heuristic approach and have developed a hierarchy of skeletons which express different forms
of
[21].
A skeleton [10] is a program template which can be instantiated for the solution of a specific problem by supplying customizing functions. To be able to reason about our
transformations, which turn a skeleton into an efficient implementation, we stay within the functional programming
style, in which a skeleton is a higher-order function and the
customizing functions are (some of) its parameters. Our
language of choice is Haskell, but we consider only a subset of it, which we call
, and we depart from Haskell in
one aspect: we give
a strict semantics, while Haskell
is lazy. Laziness stands in the way of a static parallelization.
Some of the technical points we make and examples we







  

provide will be understood better with a familiarity with
Haskell. We must refrain from introducing Haskell here in
detail [23], for lack of space. Our
report [22] can be
understood without other prior reading.
How do we envision the use and environment of
?
Certain central higher-order functions in the language are
skeletons which come with a custom implementation for
a parallel environment. Among them are our divide-andconquer skeletons but also other basic functions which have
a high potential for parallelism, like map, red (reduction)
and filter. The programmer writes an
program
with calls to these skeletons and supplies customizing functions as their arguments. Our
compiler, whose internals are described in this paper, compiles the
program
into C+MPI code, using the custom implementations of the
skeletons. Note that, strictly speaking, we are not doing
parallelizing compilation: for each skeleton, the compiler is
simply choosing a parallel implementation, parametrized in
structure variables, from a library of choices. The parallel
behavior of the entire program, e.g., the granularity can be
controlled by assigning values to the structure variables.
How do we derive custom implementations of parallelizable skeletons? We apply a sequence of equational transformations in Haskell, which bring the body of the skeleton into a form whose structure resembles C+MPI code.
In this form, a higher-order function has turned into a set
of first-order functions (except for currying) and some list
recursions have turned into list comprehensions, roughly
Haskell’s equivalent to a loop. Some comprehensions represent parallel loops. Then we translate to C+MPI.
Why did we not choose the obvious route of extending
the Haskell syntax with annotations for skeleton calls and
making use of one of the existing, powerful Haskell compilers? Then, the skeleton implementations (also, e.g., in
C+MPI) would take Haskell closures as arguments and pass
them to a new Haskell run-time environment. We decided
against this for the following reasons:

 

 

 

 

 


List operations in
are subject to parallelization,
especially those based on list comprehensions. To-

day’s Haskell compilers transform list comprehensions
and maps into recursive expressions based on the list
constructor (:), which introduces additional dependences. Providing a new abstract data type, which represents parallel lists, would clutter up the syntax. Also,
our skeletons would have to be expressed in terms of
the new data type.
As far as we know, there exists, at present, no interface
for passing Haskell closures between heaps on different processors of a distributed-memory machine.
Our target language, C+MPI, is implemented on a
wider range of systems than the special libraries which
the Haskell compilers require.
Together with the compiler, we also provide an interpreter which analyzes the intermediate code produced by
certain phases of the compilation and reports certain properties of the program to the user, like the free schedule (the
number of steps if each operation is performed as soon as
the data dependences permit), the average degree of parallelism (the number of parallel processors required by the
free schedule), etc. Compiler and interpreter are either controlled interactively or by running a Haskell script which
must be compiled together with the rest of the system.

2. The language





The
report [22] describes the language in detail. Here,
we provide only a brief list of its features:

 
  offers the primitive data types Unit (the unit
type), Bool (the truth values), Int (the restricted
integers) and Double (the floating point numbers).
The type combinators in   are _->_ (the function
type), [_] (the list type), (_,...,_) (the tuple type)
An
program is a list of functions, one of which
is named parmain. It constitutes the main function.

and IO _ (the monadic input/output type). In addition,
the user can define algebraic data types.



Expressions in
are variables, constants, function
application (also binary infix operators with sectioning), lambda abstractions, conditionals, tuples, lists,
patterns, let expressions, case expressions, arithmetic sequences and list comprehensions – all akin
to Haskell. The usual list constructor in functional
programming, cons (:), stands in the way of parallelism by inducing dependences between adjacent list
elements. Instead, we construct lists by special combinators and list comprehension and use the list indexing
operator (!!), also offered by Haskell, for selection,
which treats the list more like an array. The parallel

implementation of list accessing operations is invisible.

3. The skeletons of



 

Skeletons have been used widely for parallel programming.
lends special support to programming with skeletons.
Our central goal is to provide skeletons for the
strategy
and supply efficient parallel implementations for them.
We can divide the skeletons offered by
into three
distinct categories: (1) commonly used functions, (2) skeletons for improved efficiency and (3)
skeletons. (There
are two more categories not mentioned here [22].)
The following subsections list the skeletons which are
implemented at present. For each skeleton we provide the
signature, an algorithmic definition in
and an example
application. We do not present their efficient implementation here.






 

3.1. Skeletons for commonly used functions
These skeletons are commonly used functions which have
efficient parallel implementations.

3.1.1. map
Applies a function to all elements of a list.
map :: (a->b) -> [a] -> [b]
map f []
= []
map f (x:xs) = f x : map f xs
map (+1) [0,1,2] = [1,2,3]

3.1.2. red
Uses an associative function f to reduce a list of values to a
single value with a balanced tree computation.
red :: (a->a->a) -> a -> [a] -> a
red f n []
= n
red f n (x:xs) = f x (red f n xs)
red (+) 0 [1,2,3] = 6

3.1.3. scan
Applies red to all prefixes of the given list.
scan :: (a->a->a) -> a -> [a] -> [a]
scan f n xs =
map (\i -> red f n (take i xs))
[0..length xs]
scan (+) 0 [1,2,3] = [0,1,3,6]

order to exploit the specific structure of a
algorithm,
the
paradigm can be refined into different specialized
forms (different skeletons) with varying patterns of data dependence and data distribution. A hierarchy of five such
skeletons, which we call dc0 to dc4, is described in [21].
provides the general
schema, in the
At present,
form of skeleton dc0, and a modified form dc4io of the
most specialized skeleton dc4, which allows for massive
data parallelism.

Filters all elements that satisfy some predicate.

 

filter :: (a->Bool) -> [a] -> [a]
filter p []
= []
filter p (x:xs) =
let rest = filter p xs
in if p x then x : rest
else
rest



3.3.1. dc0

filter (>2) [0,5,3,1,5] = [5,3,5]

3.2. Skeletons for improved efficiency





3.1.4. filter

 

These functions are too uncomfortable to be used by
programmers. They are generated by program transformations in view of a subsequent parallelization.

3.2.1. while
Takes a predicate p, a function f and a value x and iterates
f, starting from x, as long as the predicate on the input
for f is True . The while skeleton is intended to be the
result of an elimination of tail recursion, in order to avoid
the recursion stack.
while :: (a->Bool) -> (a->a) -> a -> a
while p f x = if p x
then while p f (f x)
else x
while (\(i,s) -> i<3)
(\(i,s) -> (i+1,s+i*i)) (0,0)
= (3,5)

3.2.2. sinGen
Takes a function f and a value n and generates a list of
length n whose value at position i is computed by applying
f to i. The aim of sinGen is to have a short representation
for large, regular index sets, e.g., the odd numbers from 1
to 1000001. To make this work, sinGen has to be fused in
program optimization (see Sect. 4.12.2).



in its general form.

dc0 :: (a->Bool) -> (a->b)
-> (a->[a]) -> (a->[b]->b)
-> a -> b
dc0 p b d c x =
if p x
then b x
else c x (map (dc0 p b d c) (d x))
If the predicate function p determines that the problem x
can be solved trivially, the basic function b is applied. Otherwise the problem is divided by d, producing a list of subproblems. The algorithm is mapped recursively onto the
subproblems. At last, the combine function c uses the input
data x and the solutions of the subproblems to compute the
solution of the original problem.
A functional version of the quicksort algorithm can be
expressed in terms of dc0:
quicksort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
quicksort xs =
let d (p:ps) =
[filter (<p) ps,
filter (>p) ps]
c (p:ps) [le,gr] =
le ++ p :
(filter (==p) ps ++ gr)
in dc0 ((<2).length) id d c xs

sinGen :: (Int->a) -> Int -> [a]
sinGen f n = map f [0..n-1]

p is the name of the pivot. d generates two subproblems
of the elements that are less resp. greater than the pivot. le
resp. gr are the solutions of these subproblems. c combines
them and inserts the elements which equal the pivot in the
middle.

sinGen (\i -> i*i) 4 = [0,1,4,9]

3.3.2. dc4io

3.3.



skeletons



Though a single
skeleton would be sufficient for a definition of the paradigm itself, it would not adequately reflect
the variety in the structure of different
algorithms. In





A special kind of
whose call tree is balanced and which
requires elementwise divide and combine operations on
subblocks of data.
The definition of dc4io is more involved than the others, and we can only sketch it here:

dc4io prob in out basic divide
combine levels xs = ...
The parameters of dc4io have the following meaning:
prob::Int: the degree of problem division, i.e., the
number of subproblems which are generated for each
problem not trivially solved; this degree is fixed in
dc4io, in contrast to dc0.
in::Int: the degree of division of input data; it tells
in how many blocks the input data is to be divided.
out::Int: the degree of composition of output data;
it tells of how many blocks the output data is to be
composed.
basic::(a->b): the function to be applied in the
trivial case.
divide::([a]->[a]): the function divide
takes a list of length indegree as input and delivers
a list of length probdegree as output; it describes
how the elementwise operation computes the -th element of each particular subproblem, using the -th element from each input block.



combine::([b]->[b]): the function combine
takes a list of length probdegree as input and delivers a list of length outdegree as output; it describes
how the elementwise operation computes the -th element of each particular output block, using the -th
element from each subproblem solution.

 



levels::Int: the number of recursive levels into
which the
tree unfolds. This replaces the predicate
of dc0. In the model, levels reflects the number
of levels upto the trivial cases. In practice, the user
can make additionally two other choices (which are not
mutually exclusive): control granularity of parallelism
or solve small problem instances (which are not the
basic case) by an algorithm tailored for small sizes.
xs::[a]: the input data; it is a list on which the division into blocks apply; likewise the output data is also
of type list.
dc4io works well for vector and matrix algorithms like
FFT, bitonic merge, polynomial multiplication and matrix
multiplication [19].
indegree and outdegree depend much on the data
representation, e.g., for vectors they have the value 2 (left
and right part), for matrices they have the value 4 (upper
left part, upper right part, lower left part and lower right
part), see Tab. 1.
The parenthesized values are for the optimized version of
the respective algorithm, e.g., for Karatsuba’s polynomial
multiplication and Strassen’s matrix multiplication [1].

problem
FFT, bitonic merge
polynomial multiplication
matrix multiplication

prob
2
4 (3)
8 (7)

in
2
2
4

out
2
2
4

  division degrees
4. The compiler for 
The    compiler translates a subset of Haskell into an
imperative language – at present, C with MPI calls. The
main difference to Haskell is that   is strict, in order to
facilitate a compile-time parallelization. Two implementaTable 1. example

tional differences to a typical Haskell compiler are that (1)
higher-order functions without a skeleton implementation
are eliminated and (2) list comprehensions are simplified
to a combination of (parallel) skeletons. The reason is that
higher-order functions complicate but list comprehensions
simplify a static space-time mapping.
The compiler is based on the principle of compilation
by transformation, which has already been used successfully for the Glasgow Haskell compiler GHC, and which
consists of a number of phases described in the following
subsections.

4.1. Scanner and parser
The source text is translated into a set of syntax trees, one
for each function in the program. Each syntax tree is represented as an algebraic data type in Haskell.
The layout style of Haskell is supported, i.e., indentation
can be used instead of braces and semicolons to group together items at the same level of particular syntactic structures. The user can declare new operators and state their
precedence and associativity. This information is exploited
by the parser.

4.2. Desugaring
In this phase, complex syntactic structures are translated
to compositions of simpler structures. Nested patterns are
eliminated, in order to simplify the code structure for the
following phases. After the transformation, the pattern is
either a simple variable or a constructor, possibly, with arguments. An equational transformation of into is denoted by
.







4.3. List comprehension simplification
GHC resolves comprehensions completely, up to the construction by the empty list ([]) and cons (:), by traversing
the list of qualifiers from left to right. Our goal is to base list
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 lcGenGuard
  "!$#%$&('*) 

  5 lcTwoGuards
2( P .&(/0!$#%$&('13)U





[ |]
[ ]

 

[  | 465 , 78797 , 4;: , < <- <$= ,>5 , 78797 , ,? , 79797 , ,@ ]
[  | 465 , 78797 , 4(: , M? , < <- <$= ,>5 , 78797 , ,?ONQP ,,?>R-P , 79787 , ,@ ]
[  | 4S5 , 79787 , 4;: , < <- <$= ]
concat [ map (\ < ->  ) <$= | 4 5 , 78797 , 4 : ]
[  | 4 5 , 78797 , 4 : , < <- <$= , ]
concat [ map (\ < ->  ) (filter (\ < ->  ) <.= ) | 4T5 , 79787 , 4;:
[  | 4S5 , 78797 , 4;: , 35 , MP ]
[  | 4 5 , 79787 , 4 : , if  5 then  P else False ]
if



[ | ]
then [ ] else []

]

Figure 1. Simplification of list comprehensions
comprehensions on (parallel) skeletons. As presented here,
our rewrite rules in Fig. 1 specify the traversal of the list of
qualifiers in the opposite order: from right to left. This has
two advantages: (1) nested maps are not intertwined with
nested concats, which preserves structural information;
(2) an efficient filter skeleton is used instead of generating lots of empty lists in cases in which guards fail. The
disadvantage is that the rules will become far more complicated if extended to the full capability of Haskell.
The rewrite rules shown in Fig. 1 cover all possible list
comprehension formats in our restricted language. They replace a list comprehension by applications of the skeletons
concat, map and filter which are supposed to have
efficient implementations. The rules are applied until no
further application is possible. If there is a choice between
several rules, the one highest up in Fig. 1 is most efficient.
Rule lcEmpty deals with the case that the sequence of
qualifiers has become empty by the other transformations.
Rule lcSinGuard simplifies a qualifier list consisting of
a single guard. Depending on the value of the guard, the
result is a list of either length 1 or length 0.
Rule lcOptGuard shifts a guard as far as possible to the
left, in order to avoid multiple evaluations.
Rule lcXGen deals with the case that the last qualifier
is a generator. The other qualifiers define a list of environments. In the comprehension before simplification, the last
qualifier refines each element of the environment list by a
set of new bindings for the last generator variable . After the transformation, this refinement is shifted to the expression on the left side of the comprehension, which has

<

been replaced by a list, one element for each instance of the
last generator in the current environment, as defined by the
other qualifiers. We reuse the name of the generator variable for the lambda expression to preserve the bindings in
the transformation. Note that the left side is in the scope of
the environment defined by the qualifiers on the right side.
Therefore, all free variables of
are bound to the same
values as before.
If a guard appears behind a generator, rule lcGenGuard
helps to fuse the two. It is similar to rule lcXGen, except
that the new bindings for the last generator variable, which
lead to a failure of the last guard, are eliminated from the list
via the filter skeleton before. The previous application
of rule lcOptGuard assures that the guard really refers to
the variable bound by the generator.
If two guards appear next to each other, they can be simplified to a single guard according to rule lcTwoGuards.

<

<$=

4.4. Lambda lifting, let elimination
Lambda abstractions and let expressions are eliminated
by introducing auxiliary functions [24].

4.5. Type checking
The type checker is based on unification using the MartelliMontanari rules [30]. A simple type class system is implemented by assigning a type variable a set of possible types.
The unification of two type variables then involves computing the intersection of both sets.

4.6. Monomorphization
In this phase, all type variables are eliminated and replaced
by the types actually needed. This requires the duplication
of each function for all concrete types which occur in the
context.
Monomorphization is needed because our aim is not to
translate to a high-level target language but to stay close to
the machine representation of data and instructions.

4.7. Elimination of functional arguments
This phase, also called higher-order elimination (HOE),
takes a program which must be well-typed according to the
Hindley-Milner rules. Also, the program must be closed,
i.e., all functions cited in the program must be available to
the HOE procedure for a global analysis and transformation.
The result of the HOE is an equivalent first-order functional
program, which is also well-typed.

4.7.1. Principles
The HOE algorithm we found [5] uses a set of seven rewrite
rules for the transformation. The idea is to replace the partial applications of a function by a kind of closure. A closure contains a function identifier and the values of the free
variables in the partial application.
The replacement of functional arguments by closures
proceeds as follows:
A variable of a function type is left unchanged because
it represents already a closure.
A partial application of a function is replaced by an instance of an algebraic data type in which the function
identifier is represented by a constructor. The arguments of the constructor carry the values of the free
variables in the partial application. These values are
taken from the context of the call.
All locations at which a functional variable is applied
are replaced by a call of an apply function constructed
for the respective function type. The first argument of
the apply function is the closure, the following arguments are the arguments of the encoded function. The
apply function applies the original function, with the
respective partial application derived by the constructor, to the argument expression in the context of the
call which can use values of the closure, also encoded
functions.

4.7.2. Rules
Some of the seven rules, which the original HOE algorithm
[5] is based on, deal with restricting polymorphism and become obsolete in our monomorphic setting. We use four

rules, which are described in brief [17] and in full [22], with
a detailed example, elsewhere.
After the HOE, all function applications are saturated
with arguments, such that the result is not a function. Also,
no argument to a function is a function. In principle, one
could now replace all curried definitions and applications
comby tuple representations. This is not done in the
piler for two reasons:

 

 

1. The tuples, which are objects of the
language,
are, in turn, expressed in terms of pattern matching
case expressions, which require curried functions on
the right hand side again.
2. The interpreter can remain simpler if it only has to deal
with curried functions.

 

We adopt the following convention: after the HOE, any application of an
function has to supply all curried arguments. This schema can be regarded as first-order and is
equivalent to a schema of tupled arguments.

4.8. Elimination of mutual recursion



The
compiler uses two methods for the removal of
mutual recursion in programs: elimination by inlining and
elimination by emulation. Mutual recursion is identified by
calculating the strongly connected components (SCCs) in
the graph of functional dependences. Since there is no mutual recursion between SCCs, the methods can be applied to
each SCC independently.

4.8.1. Elimination by inlining

D

This method can only be used for an SCC which contains a
node whose removal from the SCC would make the residual graph acyclic. The set of functions which represents
is, therefore, free of mutual recursion. Thus, it is possible
to inline all calls of functions in in the body of , until the
only recursive calls left are directly recursive [26].

=

=

=

D

4.8.2. Elimination by emulation
If all mutual recursion in a program is to be removed, an
alternative approach has to be taken for SCCs in which mutual recursion cannot be eliminated by inlining. It is always
possible to transform an SCC to a supernode. The function
associated with a supernode emulates the work of all functions of the SCC by encoding the actual parameters and decoding the formal parameters. Let ,
, be the
functions of an SCC and
the number of arguments of
function . Function , which emulates the , is given in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Elimination of mutual recursion
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To avoid type conflicts, it is necessary to create, for each
function of the SCC, a constructor
to encode the arguments and a constructor
for the result. The constructor name is used to select the body of function . Finally, calls to the functions have to be adapted to fit .

D + Dz_

Whenever possible, elimination by inlining should take
precedence over elimination by emulation. Inlining does
not spoil the structure of the program and the resulting intermediate code can usually be optimized more effectively.
Both methods are expensive if the program contains cycles of mutual recursion with more than three to four functions. Unfortunately, cycles may be introduced by the transformations of earlier compilation phases. If programs are
getting too big, due to the removal of mutual recursion,
the elimination process can be turned off by setting a compiler switch. The default is to apply elimination by inlining, where possible, and then use the alternative method for
programmer
the remaining mutual recursions. The
should prefer the use of skeletons to user-defined recursive
functions in order to keep the amount of recursion low.

 

4.9. case elimination

Pattern matching is not available in lower-level programming languages, such as C or assembler, which are suitable
for the target code of
. A run-time system with pattern matching would incur too much overhead. Therefore,
we eliminate case expressions. We replace a case expression by nested if expressions. The branches of the if
expressions contain the former right-hand sides of the case
branches.

 

case expressions which have only one branch receive
a special treatment: no if expression is needed, assuming
that the branch will always match.

7

0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

xs
0
(!!)
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1
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::
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[Int]
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int

Figure 3. Example: program, DAG, and table

4.10. Generation of intermediate DAG code
The syntax tree of each function is transformed to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to enable sharing of common
subexpressions. A DAG corresponds to a set of expressions
with associated numbers, ordered by their dependences.
Subexpressions are referenced by the corresponding numbers. Fig. 3 shows an example program with its DAG and
the corresponding table representation. The direction of the
references is inverse to that of the data flow, which is depicted by the arrows in the figure.
The transformation of a syntax tree into a DAG is by
a standard technique called the value number method [2].
The nodes are enumerated such that the source of each data
dependence has a smaller number than the target. The transformation proceeds by a depth-first traversal of the syntax
tree. The subject of the transformation of each node is an
expression, in which subexpressions have already been converted to numbers by recursive application of the transformation. It returns a number for the node as follows: if there
is already an expression in the DAG that matches the input,
then the number of the existing expression is returned; otherwise, a new node for the expression is created and its number is returned. Optimizing transformations (as described
below) are performed at this intermediate code level.

4.11. Tuple elimination
Tuples are replaced by algebraic data types, one for each occurring tuple type. Each tuple is tagged with the appropriate
constructor for its particular type. This simplifies the runtime system and, at the same time, provides fast access to
information about the types and sizes of the components of
the tuple by looking them up in a table. As a consequence,
the memory management functions need not be specialized
for each particular type.

Every time the inline expansion of a DAG for some function
is completed, the body in the function definition is changed
to the target DAG.
After inlining in the current pass is finished, the DAGs
are simplified. Unused function arguments, except from apply functions which are called from skeletons, are deleted
and dead code is removed. If it was possible to inline at
least one call in the current pass and a specified maximum
number of passes is not yet reached, inlining is repeated in
the next pass. We chose two major strategies for inlining:
current version inlining and original version inlining.

4.12. Optimization cycle
Code optimization proceeds in a cycle. Each iteration performs three steps in sequence: inlining of functions calls,
rule-based DAG optimizations, and size inference.
The process of replacing the call of a function by its
body, after substituting the actual for the formal parameters,
is called inlining. We use inlining to enable further optimizations on DAGs, e.g., deletion of dead code and sharing
of common subexpressions. Inlining is performed on DAGs
in which common subexpressions already appear only once.
Due to the sharing of common subexpressions, there is no
risk of duplicating work.
Inlining triggers common subexpression elimination for
two reasons. First, it aggregates common subexpressions
which have been spread across the program – maybe due
to transformations made before, maybe due to the program
itself. Second, it specializes variables by replacing the formal parameters of the function inlined by the actual parameters. This permits partial evaluation and checking for value
equality rather than name equality when identifying common subexpressions. Value equality is a coarser equivalence relation, i.e., it induces more commonality.
The information gathered in the size inference is useful
for the inlining heuristics of the following iteration of the
optimization cycle and for the space-time mapping. Size
inference has to be reapplied in each iteration because of
the changes in the program due to inlining.
During each iteration, every DAG needed is processed as
follows.

4.12.1. Inline expansion
The inline expansion transforms a source DAG into a corresponding target DAG with possibly inlined calls. First, the
nodes of the source DAG are copied successively. If a node
representing a function call is reached, a heuristic decision,
based on the expected amount of code increase, is made as
to whether to inline this call or just copy the call node. In
the case of inlining, the copying process switches its source
temporarily from the caller to the callee. All nodes of the
DAG of the callee will be copied. There is no recursive inlining of calls. Copied calls may be inlined in the next pass.

Current version inlining
The most recent DAG for the called function is inlined.
This method requires fewer inlining operations, since
DAGs with already inlined calls are used for inlining
again. One drawback is that the functions are growing
very fast and, therefore, the inlining process may be
suppressed after only a few steps.
Original version inlining
The original definition of the function is inlined. This
incurs a linear code growth when inlining recursive
functions. Original version inlining offers more possibilities for optimization and, therefore, may lead to
better results [25].
Kaser et al. [25] also compare static and profile-based approaches. At present, we do not accumulate or exploit profiling information.
Common subexpressions are eliminated during the conversion of the syntax tree into a DAG, which has already
been described in Sect. 4.10. However, new common subexpressions may appear during the inlining of a call. Since
new nodes introduced by the inlining process are always
created with the same function as used for DAG construction, no unshared common subexpressions will be created.

4.12.2. Rule-based DAG optimizations
In this step, various algebraic optimizations can be applied.
In the interest of brevity, let us focus here on optimizations
in the context of space-time mapping (Sect. 4.14).
, the list is
In numerical algorithms, in a call map
often of type [Int], which defines a set of indices. In the
simplest case, it is an arithmetic sequence ([ .. ]) or obtained from index set transforming functions. Since explicit
enumerations of index sets are, in general, too inefficient,
we represent them by functions (this requires a certain regularity). We can generate an index set from its describing
function by a skeleton named sinGen, see Sect. 3.2.2. It
takes a function , which describes an index set, and an integer and delivers a list of length , in which the -th
element is defined by applying to .
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Figure 4. Optimization rules for sinGen
Fig. 4 contains two optimization rules: one which introduces and one which eliminates sinGen. Note that this
enables some potential for optimization, e.g.:
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map $
 intr-sinGen
2 fresh S)ZD 
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 elim-sinGen) 
D
(\  -> ( <$= !!  )) }
 application
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These optimizations have the problem that higher-order arguments are reintroduced (e.g., for the lambda expressions
introduced above). Of course, one could apply such optimizations before HOE but, at this point, they would miss
the applications that are enabled by the inlining specializations coming later.

4.12.3. Size inference
The size inference algorithm derives symbolic information
about the result returned by a function from structural variables which represent the symbolic information of its arguments. The goal is to improve the decisions made during
each iteration of the optimization cycle and to determine
automatically a space-time mapping at compile time, if possible.
We are interested in the following symbolic information
function:
about an

 

1. the size of the result – in the case of nested lists a comprehensive description of all levels [20],
2. the number of operations,
3. the length of the longest path in the DAG, if all calls
are expanded,
4. the number of steps for a given number of processors,
if the communication cost is disregarded – this can be
estimated from the number of operations and the path
length, using Brent’s theorem [32].

 

The size inference computes an abstract version of the
function, which takes the same number of arguments and
has the same structure as the original function, but the operations it performs are abstract counterparts of the original
operations. E.g., an abstract size operation for the append
operator of plain lists is, simply put, "addition", because the
size of the result is the sum of the sizes of both operands.
The abstract version of a function application is the application of an abstract function to an abstract size.
The sizes are represented in a symbolic form, as objects
of an algebraic data type Size, containing, e.g., the following constructors:
Con ::
Var ::
Add ::

d d
d

Int
Size
String
Size
Size
Size
Size

d

If, e.g., Con 2 is the size of the list [3,4] and Var "x"
is the size of a list x, then the size of the list [3,4] ++ x
is Add (Con 2) (Var "x").
Abstract functions take variables representing symbolic
expressions. E.g., the constructor Add above is an abstract
function. Abstract functions can be composed of other abstract functions. E.g., the number of operations needed for
a list append depends on the length of both argument lists.
append; for the usual sequential append,
(That is the
the length of the second list is immaterial.) From this point
of view, underlying memory optimization techniques like
sharing in DAGs, which are not visible at the level of intermediate code, are not considered. The structures are treated
as if they were flattened and the abstract values obtained are
upper bounds and not exact.
The abstract functions are expressed in terms of the abstract values of their arguments, in order to make size inference a local computation, independent of its context, and allow for a largely polymorphic implementation of the skeletons. If the amount of space in terms of memory cells or the
amount of time in terms of clock cycles is of interest, the
abstract function must be supplied with according context
information.
Because of the complexity of the symbolic expressions
involved, we believe that the size inference of recursive
functions is beyond the capability of present-day mathematical tools.
We expect all recursion to be captured in skeletons,
which are supplied with the four types of size information
stated above. The size information of other, non-recursive
functions can be obtained by composition of symbolic functions, preferably, using simplification.
Size inference is applicable only if the structure analyzed
does not depend on run-time data, e.g., if the length of lists
does not depend on input values.
We see a use for a complete size inference mainly in
functional programs which represent a static system, e.g.,
a hardware description.

 

4.13. Abstract code generation
The defining expression of an intermediate function is
mapped to a DAG in order to facilitate the sharing of common subexpressions. As described in Sect. 4.10, each DAG
is represented by a table: each node of the DAG corresponds
to a table entry, and each directed edge of the DAG is represented at the entry of the target of the data dependence by
the table index of the source of the data dependence.
The phase of abstract code generation switches the interpretation of a DAG: before, it is interpreted with a denotational semantics, afterwards with an operational semantics.
A small fraction of the nodes of the DAG also change: one
type of node is eliminated and three other types are introduced.
Let us reflect on the denotational interpretation. Here, a
DAG is interpreted by starting evaluation of a distinguished
node, the root. The result of the root node is considered
the result of the function represented by the DAG. If the
evaluation of a node requires the result of another node, this
node is visited and evaluated. There is a special kind of
node for accessing formal arguments. if nodes require a
special treatment: the value of the condition has to be tested,
and then only one of both branches is evaluated.
In the operational interpretation, the evaluation proceeds
by traversing the table entries in sequence. If the result of
another node is required, it has already been computed and
can be looked up in a previous table entry. The root node
is the last entry in the table and contains the result of the
function. The problem with the if nodes is that when they
are reached (if ever!) both branches already have been evaluated, also the wrong branch. Therefore, a mechanism is
implemented to skip nodes belonging to the wrong branch.
If a DAG does not contain if expressions, it is used as abstract code without modification.
report [22] contains the technical details of the
The
generation of abstract code generation, and an example.



4.14. Space-time mapping
A space-time mapping is a one-to-one mapping from a domain of computation points to the Cartesian product of discrete space and time. The space part is known as allocation,
the time part as schedule. The technique of space-time mapping has a long tradition in loop parallelization [27]. Some
of the ideas can be adapted to while loops [11, 16] and
even to non-linear recursion [18]. However, the structure
of the dependences we are encountering makes integer linear optimization, which is the central search method for a
space-time mapping in loop parallelization and which has
the nice property of yielding the best solution in the considered search space, unsuitable for general
programs.
Space-time mapping is most effective when applied in

 

the individual derivation of parallel skeleton implementations. This approach is described in detail elsewhere [18].
If the dependence structure of the skeleton is sufficiently
regular –as, e.g., for some kinds of
– the points of computation can be laid out in time and space at compile time.
The size of the computation space will depend on the problem size and the number of processors, but its shape will not
[18].
The user is well advised to construct his/her program by
composition of appropriate skeletons, which have efficient
implementations.. Note that the generation of each skeleton
is done by a Haskell function which is to be delivered by
the skeleton implementer. It is up to this Haskell function,
to use the results of the size inference provided or even to
call external tools. The task of the
compiler is, at a
minimum, to transmit symbolic space-time mapping information via the call structure of the program to the points
where it is needed, by making use of the abstract functions
delivered by the skeleton implementer. The nodes of each
DAG are scheduled sequentially by the compiler, no parallelization is done in this phase.





4.15. Target code generation
The code generation phase first produces C code, which
is then compiled with a standard C compiler and linked
run-time library,
together with the functions of the
which are also written in C. The C code is generated in two
phases. First, the abstract code of the user program is translated; see Sect. 4.15.1. Second, an appropriate implementation is generated for each skeleton instance used in the
program; see Sect. 4.15.2.

 

4.15.1. DAG compilation
For each DAG of the abstract code, a C function is generated and appended to a file. Each node in the DAG is treated
seperately. Each constructor used is inserted into a table, in
order to provide the run-time environment with the necessary information about types and sizes of the components
of the object it constructs. For each call of a skeleton, the
name of the skeleton is stored with the actual types of the
arguments.

4.15.2. Skeleton generation
After all DAGs have been processed, the instantiations of
the skeletons are generated and stored.
offers a special, very flexible mechanism for the
integration of custom-implemented skeletons. For each
skeleton, the implementer delivers a Haskell function, say,
, which is called by the code generator of the
compiler and which produces the actual instance of the skeleton.

~

 

 

~

~

In the simplest case, the body of function will be just a
Haskell string of C target code, but can also prescribe decisions based on type and size information provided by the
compiler.

5. The parallel run-time environment

Remember that the C code generated must be monomorphic; this applies also to the implementation of a skeleton.
Thus, the programmer of has to consider at least the root
symbol of the type tree of each argument, i.e., the implementation must differ, e.g., between lists and integers, but
not necessarily between lists of Int and lists of lists of Int
since, in the latter case, the root of the type tree is in both
cases the list type constructor.

Our aim has been to provide a platform which does not limit
the design choices concerning
parallelism. Still, we
are staying away from unstructured fork-join parallelism [3]
and, where possible, make use of the
paradigm. In the
interest of generality and scalability, our execution model is
SPMD.
The unfolding of recursion can be viewed as a call tree in
which the root represents the entire problem and the successor relation corresponds to the subproblem relation. Time
proceeds down the tree: each level corresponds to one parallel computation step.
At the start, all processors are assigned to the root of the
call tree. Every node partitions its processors among its successors. We call the set of processors belonging to a node
a block, and the set of processors of each of its successors
a subblock. Each block has a distinguished processor we
call the master, which is responsible for the operations at
the node the block is assigned to. In problem division, the
master of a block activates the master of the subblocks and,
if the computations of the subproblems have been finished,
the masters of the subblocks become idle.
No control is passed and no argument or result values are
exchanged across a block’s border. We call this the principle of communication-closed blocks, in analogy to the principle of communication-closed layers [14]. Its goal is to
avoid the introduction of deadlocks or races in the composition of skeletons. It does not rule out access to distributed
data, because we use the model of a virtual shared memory whose underlying implementation is transparent to the
skeleton implementer.
Another important issue is the data layout, i.e., the way
in which the data is distributed among the processors. We
distinguish three styles of data layout. The first applies to
atomic data and to tuples. Only lists and algebraic data
types, which can become large, are subject to the other distributions.

~

To illustrate what a parametrized skeleton implementation may look like, let us discuss a bit further an abstract
version of the implementation of the map skeleton in a parallel model, in which all data is passed along with the control. The details of the run-time system supporting this implementation are presented in Sect. 5.4.
The map skeleton takes a function (really a closure, i.e,
the code of a function together with an environment) and a
list and applies the function to every list element.
For simplicity, we assume a space-time mapping which
allots roughly the same number of list elements to each processor. This mapping is efficient if the amount of work is
nearly equal for each element of the list.
One might consider the use of collective MPI operations
[31] like broadcast (to distribute the function closure), scatter (to distribute the list among the processors) and gather
(to collect the results from the processors). This would work
for lists of Int, Bool or Double but would require special skeleton implementations for these types. In general,
gather and scatter cannot be used, since they assume that
lists are plain and do not contain references to a heap. E.g.,
if the elements are functions, the list contains just pointers
to a shared part of the heap. As a consequence, we have to
custom-implement collective operations for
, using the
MPI primitives send and receive. Here, again,
proves to
be a useful technique.

   

4.15.3. Run-time library

The run-time library contains the implementation of all
functions which do not depend on the user program –
especially, predefined functions which cannot be coded
with a few C statements (those are inserted directly in the
code), which perform memory management, and which
marshal/unmarshal data structures, i.e., encode/decode a
heap-allocated DAG into/from a linear buffer.

5.1. The model of parallel execution in



 



Centralized data layout: All input data of a task is
passed along with the signal of initiation of the task
and all output data is passed back with the report on
the task’s completion. Obviously, this is a good choice
if the amount of data is small, although it might incur
some unnecessary communication. For large data, a
centralized data layout will lead to unacceptable overhead, due to data transmission, or even to memory
overflow.
In the remaining two layout styles, instead of passing the
data with the control, only information about the location
of the data is passed.

Hierarchical data layout: The input and output data
of each block is distributed among the processors assigned to the block, as prescribed by the space-time
mapping. The default space-time mapping is that the
data is distributed in balance across all available processors. This layout is especially convenient for
algorithms on large data which does not fit onto a single processor, but only if the data size decreases with
the division of the problem, as in the dc4io skeleton.



Globally distributed data layout: The input data is
distributed according to a space-time mapping. Each
intermediate and result value is located on the processor that produces it. This is known as the ownercomputes rule [35].
The only difference to the centralized data layout is
the use of a call-by-reference mechanism: instead of
a large volume of data, only a reference to the data
is passed. Remote data retrieval is realized by direct
access to the remote memory. Remote access can only
be reading, not writing. Using reference counting, a
data object is preserved as long as there exists a direct
reference to it.

5.2. Organization
The available implementations of a skeleton determine the
set of possible space-time mappings which can be chosen
in a parallel execution. Thus, it is important to realize that
skeleton implementations are generated in dependence of
the context in which they are called, exploiting type and
possibly also symbolic size information (see Sect. 4.15).
The first argument of each skeleton implementation, like
the first argument of the other functions generated, contains
a pointer to system information, comprising a description of
the master and the current part of the topology the processor
belongs to.
The user has the option of providing all functions with
an additional explicit functional argument, which contains a
mapping strategy coded in
. Skeleton implementations
can use this strategy in the space-time mapping.

 

5.3. Memory management
The memory for the local variables of functions is stored
on the stack. This results from a direct translation to C.
Lists and algebraic data types, which are not supported by
C, receive special support from our run-time system. They
are stored as linked structures in the heap. Common subexpressions are shared, which means that the linked structures
form a directed acyclic graph.
By default, each processor manages its own local heap
using reference counting for release [13].

Distributed data structures have to be maintained explicitly by skeleton implementations using functions of the runtime system for remote memory access. Arguments passed
to another processor are marshalled in their entirety. It remains the task of program optimization not to pass large
structures to a function if only a small part of it is actually
required.

5.4. Interaction with skeleton implementations



If the computation is divided into subcomputations accordparadigm, the block of processors is divided
ing to the
into subblocks. Each processor belongs to exactly one subblock. Each subproblem is solved on its own subblock. At
the beginning, the block has one master processor, the other
processors are slaves. The division of a block involves the
creation of new masters by the old master, one for each subblock.
Let us now revisit the implementation of the map skeleton from Sect. 4.15.2. If the list does not contain at least
two elements or the block has only one processor, map
must be computed sequentially. (map may be computed sequentially if parallelization does not pay off according to
a strategy chosen by the skeleton implementer.) Otherwise
the block is divided into two subblocks; let us call them
the left subblock and the right subblock. The left subblock
computes map on the left part, and the right subblock on
the right part of the list. The processor responsible for the
whole block before, say, retains the responsibility for the
left subblock and sends the packed function closure and the
right part of the list to another distinguished processor, say,
responsible for the right subblock. Computation proceeds
recursively until the left and right subblock are united again
and gives back control for its part to .
Now, let us have a closer look at the call mechanism.
Processor is the one on which the map skeleton is called.
Thus, it receives all formal arguments via a function call.
Processor is activated by with an index of the actual
skeleton instance.
uses this index to call a slave skeleton. This skeleton does not receive the application data via
a function call, because this data is not yet available on .
Instead, the following interaction takes place: sends the
data to , both and call the master skeleton with their
particular subproblem, returns into the slave skeleton and
sends its result back to . Note that of Sect. 4.15.2 has to
generate two skeleton instances here: the one for the master
and the one for the slave!
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6. Experimental Results
We conducted our experiments on the NEC Cenju-4 parallel computer. All entries are times measured in seconds on

# procs.
1
2
3
4
5
8
10
11
12
16
32
64

# queens
11
12
25.05 139.44
47.78 247.94
32.18 162.91
17.25
92.17
9.12
53.13
3.84
25.31

10
4.87
9.86
6.83
3.10
1.75
0.81
0.52

# procs.
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
16
27
64

2.40
2.41
4.86
Table 2.



12.14
12.18
23.08
5.61

6.1.





queens



queens



size
4096

{{

{{

8192

{{

13.94
14.00
13.96
34.99
4.91

15.89

1.94
5.32

6.92
16.94

{{

Table 3. Polynomial multiplication

the I/O performing processor, without the time for I/O itself. Both example programs are based on the
skeleton
dc0. Note that the significant speedups are achieved where
skeleton meets the balance of the problem. Excesthe
sively high execution times are due to imbalance and parallelization in places where it does not pay, triggered by the
availability of processors. This suggests the use of a skeleton which is better tailored for the particular problem than
dc0, in combination with an analysis of the amount of work
needed for the evaluation of the customizing functions.



2048
13.89
34.27
4.70
4.68
4.69
11.71
1.70
1.74
0.72

 

The queens problem is to compute the number of all possible solutions for placing
queens on an
board,
such that no two queens are on the same row, the same column, or the same diagonal, by using a decision tree. Although there may be sophisticated combinatorial ways to
simplify this problem, we use it as a representative for exhaustive search problems here. Our only heuristic is to try
to recognize conflicts as early as possible.
The problem is most balanced if the number of processors is a multiple of the number of queens. It turned out that
the implementation of the free schedule across the
tree
is not ideal here. The reason is the imbalance of work for
different branches of the tree. Experiments we made with
a parallelization of a plain map-recursive version of the
queens problem showed a smoother growth of the speedup.





6.2. Optimized polynomial multiplication
We use the same method Karatsuba used for the multiplication of large integers [1]. The principle is to exploit the fact
that two of the four naive subproblems in a left-right division are not needed seperately, but only in their sum. This

%HS[ e K %H6[ P; ( K

leads to only three subproblems with a reduction in complexity from
to
, which reduces the execution
time significantly for large problem sizes.
In Tab. 3 an uparrow indicates a memory overflow.
Here, the balance of the problem is met best if the number of processors chosen is a power of 3, which is the number of subproblems.

6.3. Summary
The speedups we achieved (compared with the running time
of the parallel program on a single processor) are quite encouraging.
The execution times on one processor are obviously
far greater than a custom-coded C implementation. Compared to the code produced by the Haskell compiler GHC
(V.4.04), we are slower by a factor of about 5 for the
queens problem and 1.5 for polynomial multiplication.
There is still a high potential of optimization in our compiler, especially concerning memory management and the
representation of data structures.



7. Related Work
There have been many approaches to skeletal and functional
programming. We concentrate here on those which have
been most successful and/or have had significant influence
on our work.
Two functional languages have been designed explicitly
with parallelism in mind; both make use of parallel vector operations. The focus of the language Sisal [33] is on
numerical computations, using loops on arrays. For some
programs, its performance is superior to FORTRAN. Sisal
is compiled to a data flow graph language. In contrast to
Sisal, the focus of the language Nesl [6] is on recursive programs using nested sequences. Nesl is compiled to an intermediate language, which uses parallel vector operations.

Both Sisal and Nesl do not use skeletons and do not permit
higher-order functions.
The language GpH [34] is an extension of Haskell with
a new primitive par, to be used together with the Haskell
primitive seq to prescribe where values are supposed to be
computed in sequence or in parallel. However, in contrast
to
, aside from a restriction of the evaluation order via
seq, no schedule and allocation can be defined in GpH. Instead, parallel processes are distributed dynamically. GpH
puts no restriction on the use of higher-order functions in
Haskell. The user can define new skeletons, using evaluation strategies specified with seq and par.
There is another difference to
: in order to preserve
laziness, the input data for a process is only sent partially
– if evaluation proceeds, further data must be requested.
However, due to its treatment of higher-order functions,
GpH is the language which is most similar to
.
The idea to use a skeleton for
was introduced by Cole
[10]. The group of Darlington at Imperial College has published a collection of functional skeletons for parallel programming [12].
P3L [4] is an imperative language, which uses skeletons at the top level but does not support functions as runtime parameters of the skeleton. David Busvine and Tore
Bratvold presented in their Ph.D. theses [7, 9] extensions of
ML with skeletons, but their use of higher-order functions
is very restricted.
The language Eden [8, 15] facilitates the definition of
skeletons on top of Concurrent Haskell. Eden imposes no
restriction on higher-order functions. Eden differs from
in that skeletons have more restricted signatures and,
therefore, cannot be used as generally; skeleton instances
have to be wired together using channels.



 





 

8. Conclusions

 



is not meant to be a general-purpose language but a
platform for experiments with parallel
. As such, it is
much leaner than its superset language Haskell. Still, the
development of a compiler has been a substantial undertaking.
We have been following a different route than other
Haskell implementers: while their compilers are based in
the concept of graph reduction, ours generates loop code.
In the process, we eliminate higher-orderness and polymorphy. In the pursuit of parallelism, we deemphasize the list
constructor cons and emphasize list comprehension and indexing.
The functional programming style has been a choice of
convenience for us. We hope that the lessons of the
project will be interesting not only for functional parallel
programmers but for the entire parallel computing community.

 

We are optimistic that the use of skeletons enables a scaling of the problem size with increasing number of processors and only a small increase in execution time.
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